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Dn general, bevel gears and curvic couplings are com-
pletely different elements. Bevel gears rotate on nonin-
tersecting axes with a ratio based! on the number of teeth.
Curvic couplings work like a clutch (Fig. 1).

Computing these different elements in the same manner is
based on the idea that curvic couplings are actnaJly a special kind
of plunge-cut spiral bevel ring gear with a pitch angle of 9(f', a
spiral angle close to 0" and a constant tooth depth. This principle
allows curvic couplings to be computed like spiral bevel gears.

The Motion Concept
Nearly all gearing systems are based on the idea of msking

teeth by generating the tooth with a tool that has a straight profile.
This allows mooth motion for both the tool and the workpiece. A
straight rack is used! 10 make cylindrical gears ..The workpiece con-
tantly rotates while the rack moves linearly at a con tant speed.

I

Fig...I-Spiral bevel gears and Curvie Couplings.

Fig. 2-Rack ami plane gear.
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Fig. 3-Taylor approachjor motion concept.
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Bevel gears are made using a plane gear instead of a rack. The
plane gear has a straight tooth profile, and the workpiece and the
tool rotate constantly according to their number of teeth (Fig. 2).

The existing spiral bevel gearing systems mainly differ in the
tooth lengthwise form. Typical Klingelnberg or Oerlikon gears
have an epicycloidal lengthwise shape and constant depth.
Typical Gleason gears have tapered depth and an arc in the
lengthwise direction. The Palloid system creates gears with an
involute profile in. the lengthwise direction and constant depth.
The tooth lengthwise form is defined by the lengthwise shape of
the tool's teeth. In the case of a Gleason. gear type, the tool is a
cutter with blades arranged in a circle. In the case of a
Klingelnberg or Oerlikon design, the tool is a cutter with several
blade groups interfering to adjacent gaps while cutting. The invo-
hate lengthwise form of a Palloid design i achieved using a
tapered hob. Basically. the principle of generating with a straight
tooth profile tool is similar.

For achieving modifications to the flank topography, additional
motions are used along with those of the basic principle. The amount
of these additional modifications is small. in comparison to the basic
motion. Inorder to allow for all possible motions between workpiece
and tool. an effective Ilonreslricting mathematical approach for the
kinematics of the tool the and workpiece is needed.

The basic description of the molion is developed using a Taylor
series. The independent variable is the rotation of the plane gear
called a cradle. All other motions depend on the cradle angle Ct, as
shown ill Figure 3. A Taylor series is easy to handle. The effect of
higher order coefficients has a dear effect on flank topography ..
For optimizing a gear set, these coefficients are a very powerful
tool affecting flank shape. Using several coefficients, the tenden-
cy toward oscillation becomes a severe disadvantage for a Taylor
series. By finding a good compromise between real free-form
motions and handy coefficients correlating to modifications on the
flank shape, a new approach is introduced.

For user driven modifications. we keep the Taylor coefficients;
for automatically driven modifications. we superimpose cubic
splines. The motion concept is a Taylor series plus real free-form
additions based on cubic splines S(x).

The Neutral Data approach (Fig. 4), a mathematical descrip-
tion of the relative motion between workpiece and tool, allows
free-form capabilities to be combined with the wen known Taylor
coefficients. The classical way to do this is based 011 a conven-
tional hypoid machine with the generating motionexpre sed!by a



Taylor series up to order 4 for any of the axes. Basic settings
introduced by Gleason use this approach. Since any relative
motion of workpiece and tool can be described, this approach
supports all existing spiral bevel gearing systems.

The Modular Approach
In designing a. software tool for computing spiral bevel gears

and curvic couplings, iliemst step is to divide the task into sev-
eral independent modules (Fig. 5). If a single algorithm has to
match all topics in the computations, it will be impossible to
make it user friendly and effective. Th presented approach
dividesthe task into several steps. to be done one after the other.

Designing a gear set always starts with the basic data like out-
side diameter, number of teeth, off et, etc. The first step is to
design the blank geometry and the initial settings foe the motion
of gear and 1001. This basic geometry is then used to compute the
load capacity according to standard like IDrN or AGMA. The
next step is to optimize the running beaavior by modifying the
tooth flank topography. The characteristic 10 be improved. is the
Ease-off, representing the minimum contact distance for meshing Fig. 5-Independent mDdules.
pinion and gear without motion error. While designing the Ease- 1.------------------------,
.off,the blank geometry is not touctled. The effects of modifying
the flank shape influence the . tress behavior. This is not taken
into account by DIN or AGMA standards and needs to be com-
puted by either a Finite Element or Boundary Element approach
perfonned after optimizing the flanks.

Dimension Computation
Designing a piral bevel gear et begins with defining the sire

of tile gear set and its ratio. To make ure that the basic geometry
will meet the load carrying capacity, standards like DrNor
AGMA are used. Based on the load and the basic geometry stan-
dards, compute the safety coefficients. Thi approach makes sure
that the size of the gear set is close to what it. needs to be for the
desired load carrying capacity. These standards are very reliable
since they are calibrated by many test runs. The tandards for cal-
culating the load carrying capacity of curvic couplings have to
consider thatlhe teeth don't m h.

The initial data alii a gear set is either the basic geometry or the
power to be traasmined, Slatting with the basic geometry, the
load carrying capacity can be analyzed by calculating the stan-
dards. Beginning with the load, the standards win come up with.
the size of the gear set. It is up to fhe design engineer to find a
compromise between minimizing the gear size and maximizing
the load carrying capacity. The result of the dimension computa-
tion islhe blank geometry including all details of the tooth shape.

Ease-0fT Design
Designing an Ease-off is the most important task in comput-

ing spiral bevel. gears. The Ease-off isa graphical representation
of the crownings 011 the pinion and the ring gear. Mathematically,
tIle Ease-off is computed by calculating the minimum distanee
while meshing the teetbaccording to the number of teeth on each
component Beside surfaceeffects on the flank, the Ease-off con-
tains all the mforneation on the runningbehavior of the gear set.
As aresult, the contact pattern. and the motion curve can be com-
puted. Computing the Ease ..off forcurvic couplings is quite sim-
ple since the Leeth don't mesh.
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Fig. 4--NeutrolData approach.
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COMPUTING DIMENSIONS
Input: Basic Geometry
Output: Blank Design

Standards (DINfAGMA)

EASE-OFt· DESIGN !
Input: BI:mk Design
Output: Motion Gear I

LOAD ANAtYSIS I

Input: flllllk Shape
Load and Displacement

Output: Hertzian Pressure Distribution
Root Bending Stress

An Ease-off is computed based on a grid covering the pinion
and ring gear teethas shown in Figure 6. For every point on the
ring gear's grid, the minimum contact distance to the meshing
pinion's tooth is calculated and displayed graphically, To opti-
mize the Ea e-off, a numerical repre entation of the graph shown
in Figure 6 is needed. The principle is to extract independent
components baying a clear influence to the contact pattern and to
the motion cunre ..

Figure 7 shows the five basic components of an Eas -off,
Profile crowning limits the contact pattern. in it height and
affects the angle between the contact path and the pitch line.
Increasing the profile crowning makes the gear et less sensitive
to deflections but increases (he motion error. lengthwise crown-
ing changes the contact pattern length. Wlthle lengthwise
crowning, the gear set will run more smoothly. However, sensi-
tivi.ty to deflection will increase and the load carrying capacity
will be spoiled.

Changingthe pressure angle difference will move the contact
in a vertical direction. Changing 'the spiral angle difference will
move the pattern in a horizontal direction. The longirudinal twist
changes the angle of the contact path, the so-called bias angle.

When designing the Ea e-off, enter the numerical values of
the crowning, angle difference and twist. The algorithm then
changes the relative motion between workpiec,eand tool to
achieve the desired Ease-off. Since there are many parameters in
NeutralData affecting the motion, theprogram will ask the oper-
ator which parameter to use. Changing. for example, the spiral
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Fig..7-Ease-oD components.
angle difference can be done by modi.fying the Radial Distance
q:I or by modifying tihemachine root angle "f (including a subse-
quent modification of !he Sliding Base l) or by changing the
tool's inclination defined by theTiU 't and the Swi ....el cr For some
applications there are restrictions ill the root angle, which is not
allowed to be changed even by a very small amount. If the user
does not havea chance 10 enable or disable parameters for opti-
mization, the program isnot usable. The selection of the parame-
ters to be used is a compromise between an operator driven
approach and a fully automatic approach that does [lot permit
user intervention.

The Ease-off optimization changes the motion between work-
piece and tool withomaffecting the blank geometry. Nothing
related to dimension computation is changed by this procedure,

Load A~~ab-sis
The Load Aaalysis is the most time consuming part of the

software package. A rough assumption on the load carrying
capacity is performed during loadanalysis. Atlhis moment. only
the size of the gear and its basic geometry are used for comput-
ing tlhe safetycoeffiC'ients that tell the operator whether or not the
gear size is good.

Computing the stress behavior with the theoretical shape of
the flank is a very precise 1.001 The characteri tics of the Ease-off
are taken into account, and experience with a lot of gear sets
shows the potential benefits of this approach.

Based on tile deflection, the torqueand the flank shape. a cal-
culation is made to compute the deflection of the teem under
load. One of the results is the Hertzian pres.sure distribution.
Depending 0[1 the load. the growth of the contact paltern could
rise with peaks in the pressure when the contact extend [0 the
edge of the teeth. The maximum pressure will be very high in
!bese areas. ~fthis result occurs, the profile crowning needs to be
increased. This win increase the average level of the pressure, but
since the contact will not. extend to the edge, the maximum pres-
sure can be decreased. This effect c-an be demonstrated by opti-
mizing tile de lgn of a passenger car gear set

In Figure 9,. the Ease-off. contact pattern and motion curveare
shown. The Ease-off has 11 strong lengthwise crowning and zero
profile crowning. The contact. path is very teep wlrile the trans-
mission error is about. 31 urad,
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